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CLIMB
BY JASPER EALES

C

ompact urban living is rapidly becoming the norm and product design needs to follow suit. Climb challenges conventional thinking of bikes being kept in the garage and enables you
to create a feature of it in your living space, while bringing further
functionality to that specific area, with a shelf, coat/hat hook,
book-end and light all built into the design.

02.

LOOP
BY NORTH LTD

A

piece that will complement the rest of
your lounge suite, the Loop has been designed to be used either in a reclining position
or in a more upright position – let your mood,
or book decide.

04.

BAU
BY NORTH LTD

B

au has been designed to
be used on both sides with
the angle of the upright and the
height of the crossbars determining your state of sit.

ROCA
BY NORTH LTD

T

he Roca has been designed to not only be a
beautiful addition to your home, but to be an
even better object to use.
Naturally tanned leather hand-stitched to support
you while reading, relaxing, or dozing.

05.

LAY OUT
BY STOCKTON

he beauty of these high quality,
handcrafted placemats lies in
T
their simplicity. While evoking that

vintage leather feel, Lay Out’s contemporary design fits perfectly in
the modern home. Enhancing the
table setting rather than overpowering it means these versatile placemats never go out of style. Plus,
they’re easy to take care of with a
simple wipe. See? Simplicity.

03.

06.

ROLL UP
BY STOCKTON
he Roll Up is a nifty little leather
carrier used to carry rolled up
T
items like yoga mats or picnic blan -

kets. This high quality leather car rier has a handle as well as a strap
to sling over your shoulders, ensuring you look stylish no matter how
you choose to carry it. The Roll Up
securely carries items with easyto-use fasteners. Simply hook, pull,
tighten and you’re good to go.

08.

SOFA SADDLE
BY MATBLAC

A

ll Form. All function. All at once this compact living
essential will remove clutter from your coffee table
and create a dedicated area for those 'you time' items to
be found.

06.

09.05.

KONNECT IS A DESIGN NETWORK BY BLOK THAT ELEVATES
HIGH DESIGN AND LOCAL DESIGNERS.
THE COLLABORATION OF LOCAL TALENT IN UNPACKING AN
URBAN BRIEF HAS RESULTED IN EVERYDAY PIECES THAT ARE
UNIQUE TO THE KONNECT LABEL. BECAUSE WE BELIEVE THAT
GREAT DESIGN SHOULD BE ACCESSIBLE TO EVERYONE.

THE KONNECT COLLECTIVE
JASPER EALES

J

asper Eales Original is a proudly South African label focusing on creating good-design that solves problems through functional solutions. As a result the products
emphasise simplicity, clever adaptability and honest original quality, which all lie at the
core of the brand.

NORTH LTD

N

orth Ltd is an ideas company that applies design thinking across physical, digital and spatial applications. We work with passionate people who believe in our
challenger approach. Our measure for success is to create something we’d like to see
or use ourselves.

STOCKTON

S

tockton is an artisan leather goods company based in Cape Town. We’re built on

principles of quality, longevity and we’re proudly South African. Our manufacture
of timeless handmade leather goods is a true labour of love. Utilising the same tools
and techniques that have been used for centuries to create heritage leather goods
with a modern aesthetic.

MATBLAC

M

atblac Studios designs and produces exceptional leather goods. A dedicated team of artisans led by master craftsman Mathew Neilson uses the
world's finest tools, machinery and materials to bring you items as functional as
they are beautiful. Our products are created to simplify daily life, and are crafted
without compromise.

